Chapter 12 Review

**Items to Know**

Be sure to know each of the following concepts IN DETAIL. If appropriate, be able to give examples, advantages and disadvantages, and explain the purpose and effects of a policy or organization, etc. Study thoroughly – don’t just know definitions! Focus on WHOLE KNOWLEDGE.

**The Definition of a State includes the following concepts:**

The evolution of the modern state

Where it’s been  Where it’s going  How it got to where it is now

Nation vs. state

Know the difference, give examples of each

“Variations” on the nation state: know the definition, give examples of the variations.

Nation State  Multinational State  Multination State  Stateless Nation

What is Nunavut

The history of European colonialism

Who colonized what and why, how has that affected contemporary political geography

Size, shape, and location of states Examples and definitions

Large vs. small, compact, prorupt, perforated, fragmented, enclave, elongated, exclave

Types of state organization Examples and definitions

Unitary  Federal  Asymmetric Federal

Primate Cities Examples and definitions

Forward thrust capitals Examples and definitions

Types of boundaries Examples and definitions

Geometric  natural  antecedent  subsequent  consequent  and  superimposed

Various types of boundary disputes: Examples and definitions

Positional  Territorial  Allocational  operational

Centripetal and Centrifugal Forces

Nationalism  Organizing Institutions  Transportation and Communication

Organization and Administration

Devolution

Where’s it happening and why?

Separatism

Where’s it happening and why?

Ethnic Cleansing

Where has it happened and why?

UNCLOS!!!!

Know all the zones and the effect of those zones on the South China Sea Spratly Islands, Paracel Islands, and how UNCLOS has created a conflict.

Supranational Economic Cooperation and Regional Alliances
The UN and Affiliates
Military Alliances NATO, Warsaw Pact
Redistricting
Gerrymandering

: The Geopolitical World Order
  Brief history of the world, Different geopolitical theories, Heartland vs Rimland, Criticism

The forms of government and which countries are examples
  Unitary  Federal  Asymmetric Federal